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Motivation
•

“Verifiability” one of the core principles in Wikipedia

•

Citations to external references as evidence for statements in
Wikipedia articles

•

Reliability and authority of sources for citations of Wikipedia
statements

•

Citations that point to outdated or dead URLs

•

Citation needed for long—tail entities and newly added entities

•

An automated process of enriching Wikipedia and helping
editors in the process of discovering citations
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Finding News Citation for Wikipedia
Entity statements
Obama was born on August 4, 1961,[4] …..

Wikipedia
entities

typeOf
Politician The couple married in Wailuku on Maui on …
Barack
Obama
After graduating with a JD degree magna cum
laude[49]…

•
•
•
•

Sections
Anchors
Text
Categories

Obama was elected to the Illinois Senate in …

Task#1: Statement
Categorization
Feature
Extraction

Task#2: Citation Discovery
Query
“Obama”, “Illinois”, “Senate”
Construction

YES

news
index

news
statement?
Choose
Document
doc_1	
  
doc_2	
  
………

Correct
Citation

Feature
Extraction

Task#1: Statement Categorization
Obama was elected to the Illinois Senate in …[2]
source type

Task#2: Citation Discovery
news collection
[1] lllinois Sen. Barack Obama's Announcement
Speech - Washington Post, 2007.

[2] Jackson, David; Ray Long (April 3, 2007).
"Obama Knows His Way Around a Ballot". Chicago
Tribune.

web

news

book

journal thesis
[10] In Illinois, Obama Proved Pragmatic and
Shrewd - The New York Times, 2007.
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Task#1 Statement
Categorization

Why Statement Categorization?
Section: “2008 Presidential Campaign”
Obama emphasized issues of rapidly ending the Iraq War, increasing energy
independence, and reforming the health care system,[1] in a campaign that
projected themes of hope and change.[2]

Section: “Legislative Career”
On June 3, 2008, Senator Obama—along with Senators Tom Carper, Tom Coburn,
and John McCain—introduced follow-up legislation: Strengthening Transparency
and Accountability in Federal Spending Act of 2008.[1]

Section: “Early Life and Career”
In mid—1988, he traveled for the first time in Europe for three weeks and then for
five weeks in Kenya, where he met many of his paternal relatives for the first time.[1,2]

news

report

2008 Presidential
Campaign

Legislative Career

[1] “Barack Obama on the Issues: What Would Be
Your Top Three Overall Priorities If Elected?". The
Washington Post.

"S. 3077: Strengthening Transparency and
Accountability in Federal Spending Act of
2008: 2007–2008 (110th Congress)".
Govtrack.us. June 3, 2008.

book
Early Life and
Career
Obama, Auma (2012). And then life
happens: a memoir. New York: St.
Martin's Press. pp. 189–208, 212–216.
ISBN 978-1-250-01005-6.

[2] “The Obama promise of hope and change". The
Independent. London. November 1, 2008.
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Task#1: Statement Categorization
Statement Categorization (SC) as a supervised model.

SC : f (s, e) ! c, where c 2 {web, news,. . .}
Model a statement based on language and entity structure features

Statement Language
Features

Wikipedia Entity
Structure
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Task#1: Statement Categorization (I)
Language Features:
quotation marks: an indicator of paraphrasing
temporal proximity: news mostly refer to recent events
discourse: temporal discourse common in news which
report event sequences
He addressed another anti-war rally in March 2003 and
told the crowd that "it's not too late" to stop the war.[73]

news statement:
close temporal proximity
quotation marks
temporal discourse

His next goal was to earn his license and Doctorate in
Law, which normally required three years of study. In
1666, the University of Leipzig turned down Leibniz's
doctoral application and refused to grant him a
Doctorate in Law, most likely due to his relative youth.

book statement:
low temporal proximity
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Task#1: Statement Categorization (II)
Barack Obama

s1
s2
s3

On February 10, 2007, Obama announced his candidacy for
President of the United States in front of the Old State
Capitol building in Springfield, Illinois.[103][104] The choice of
the announcement site was viewed as symbolic because it
was also where Abraham Lincoln delivered his historic
"House Divided" speech in 1858.[103][105] Obama emphasized
issues of rapidly ending the Iraq War, increasing energy
independence, and reforming the health care system,[106]
in a campaign that projected themes of hope and change.[107]
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Task#1: Statement Categorization (II)
Barack Obama

On February 10, 2007, Obama announced his candidacy for
1 President of the United States in front of the Old State
1 Capitol building in Springfield, Illinois.[103][104] The choice of
On February
the announcement
10, 2007, Obama
site was
announced
viewed ashis
symbolic
candidacy
because
for it
President
also
thewhere
United
Abraham
States inLincoln
front of the
delivered
Old State
his historic
Capitol
2 was of
building
"House
in Springfield,
Divided" Illinois.
speech [103][104]
in 1858.[103][105] Obama emphasized
issues of rapidly ending the Iraq War, increasing energy
3 independence, and reforming the health care system,[106]
in a campaign that projected themes of hope and change.[107]

ss
s
s
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ss
s
s

Section-Type Probability
P
p(s = news|t, ) =

“Barack Obama” isA Person

e2W^t2T (e)

P

P

s2S(e, )

e2W^t2T (e)

s typeOf news

|S(e, )|

“2008 presidential campaign”
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Task#2: Citation
Discovery

Citation Discovery Process
Section: “2008 Presidential Campaign”

On February 10, 2007, Obama announced his candidacy for
President of the United States in front of the Old State Capitol building
in Springfield, Illinois.[103][104]
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Citation Discovery Process
Section: “2008 Presidential Campaign”

On February 10, 2007, Obama announced his candidacy for
President of the United States in front of the Old State Capitol building
in Springfield, Illinois.[103][104]
find the appropriate
news citations?

query news index

news
collection
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Citation Discovery Process
Section: “2008 Presidential Campaign”

On February 10, 2007, Obama announced his candidacy for
President of the United States in front of the Old State Capitol building
in Springfield, Illinois.[103][104]
find the appropriate
news citations?

query news index

news
collection

What makes a good citation?
1.the statement is entailed by the news article
2.the statement is central in the news article
3.the cited news article should be from an
authoritative source
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Task#2: Citation Discovery
•

Citation Discovery steps for a news statement (as categorized in
Task#1):
1. Query construction (QC)[1] from the news statement consisting
of most important terms
2. Query top—100 news article candidates from a given news
index based on the QC step
3. Compute similarity features between the statement and the
individual sentences in a news article candidate
4. Classify the news candidates based on how well they fulfill the
properties of being a ‘good citation’

[1] Monika Rauch Henzinger, Bay-Wei Chang, Brian Milch, Sergey Brin: Query-free news search. WWW 2003: 1-10
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Task#2: Citation Discovery — Entailment
news article citation candidate

Wikipedia Statement
On February 10, 2007, Obama announced his
candidacy for President of the United States in
front of the Old State Capitol building in
Springfield, Illinois.[103][104]
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Task#2: Citation Discovery — Entailment
news article citation candidate

chunk into
sentences

Wikipedia Statement
On February 10, 2007, Obama announced his
candidacy for President of the United States in
front of the Old State Capitol building in
Springfield, Illinois.[103][104]
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Task#2: Citation Discovery — Entailment
news article citation candidate

Wikipedia Statement
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candidacy for President of the United States in
front of the Old State Capitol building in
Springfield, Illinois.[103][104]
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Task#2: Citation Discovery — Entailment
news article citation candidate

Entailment features
Jaccard similarity between sentences
and the statement
NNP phrase overlap between sentences
and the statement
Tree Kernel similarity between the
statement and the sentences
Score statement against the language
model from the news article
Language model similarity between
previously referred news articles and the
current candidate
Query—similarity score and rank of news
article for statement

Wikipedia Statement
On February 10, 2007, Obama announced his
candidacy for President of the United States in
front of the Old State Capitol building in
Springfield, Illinois.[103][104]
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Entailment features
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and the statement
NNP phrase overlap between sentences
and the statement
Tree Kernel similarity between the
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Score statement against the language
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Language model similarity between
previously referred news articles and the
current candidate
Query—similarity score and rank of news
article for statement

Wikipedia Statement
On February 10, 2007, Obama announced his
candidacy for President of the United States in
front of the Old State Capitol building in
Springfield, Illinois.[103][104]

normalize the computed
features for a news
article candidate
Number of sentences varies across articles
Consider the average, min, max, weighted
average for each feature group
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Task#2: Citation Discovery — Centrality
news article citation candidate

1

Entailment features to the most
central sentence[1]
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[1] Rada Mihalcea, Paul Tarau: TextRank: Bringing Order into Text. EMNLP 2004: 404-411
[2] Besnik Fetahu, Katja Markert, Avishek Anand: Automated News Suggestions for Populating Wikipedia Entity Pages. CIKM 2015: 323-332
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Task#2: Citation Discovery — Authority
Barack Obama

Barack Obama’s Sections

isA Politician

Stephen Curry

Stephen Curry’s Sections

isA Athlete
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Experimental Setup — Datasets
Statement Categorization Data
6.9 million Wikipedia statements
8.8 million citations
1.6 million entities
668k sections

Statement distribution per Category

Citation Discovery Data
1.88 million news articles cited from
Wikipedia news statements
27k news articles within the range of
2013—2015
20 million news articles from a real world
news collection[1]

GDelt domain stats
news domain

news articles

yahoo.com

1244781

allafrica.com

1035646

reuters.com

828133

dailymail.co.uk

815372

indiatimes.com

743991

wn.com

587607

[1] http://gdeltproject.org
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Experimental Setup — Ground-truth
Statement Categorization Ground—truth
Wikipedia editors often mix the citation
category

Citation Discovery Data
1.8 million news articles cited from Wikipedia
news statements

Simple heuristics to fix such violations
1.Majority Voting
2.URL Patterns

Statement category changes after applying the heuristics

19% point to ‘dead links’, ‘moved content’, etc.
7% are shorter than 200 characters (usually these
articles are the index page of a given domain)
News article distribution based on number of characters

Random example of citation category violation, where instead of ‘news’ the news source is categorized as ‘web’
In June 2008, Byrne suggested the "August bank holiday" to be made a weekend of national celebration (the so-called "British Day") in a
speech to a New Labour think tank. However, Scotland's August bank holiday is held on a different date from that in Wales and England. He
later retracted this - after pressure from the Scottish National Party - saying he was merely trying to "get the debate started” [1].
[1] {{cite type=web | url=http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/uk_politics/7433479.stm}}
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Statement Categorization — Evaluation
YAGO type hierarchy

Statement Categorization results based on RF
yagoLegalActorGeo

Separate models
for entity types

Parent
Type

1  ⌧  10

Child Type

10 < ⌧  50

50 < ⌧  90

P

R

F1

P

R

F1

P

R

F1

Legal
Actor Geo
Legal Actor Legal
Geo
Actor
location
region
location
point

0.48

0.36

0.41

0.51

0.43

0.47

0.53

0.47

0.50

0.51

0.34

0.41

0.54

0.41

0.47

0.56

0.45

0.50

0.30
0.30
0.30

0.29
0.28
0.10

0.29
0.29
0.14

0.34
0.35
0.38

0.40
0.40
0.22

0.37
0.37
0.28

0.36
0.37
0.39

0.45
0.44
0.26

0.40
0.40
0.32

Legal
Actor

person

0.53

0.36

0.43

0.56

0.43

0.49

0.58

0.46

0.51

preserver
authority
contestant
leader
wc Living
people

0.63
0.53
0.59
0.53
0.55

0.31
0.20
0.43
0.26
0.37

0.42
0.29
0.50
0.34
0.44

0.67
0.62
0.62
0.59
0.58

0.46
0.24
0.52
0.34
0.44

0.54
0.35
0.57
0.43
0.50

0.67
0.65
0.64
0.61
0.59

0.49
0.33
0.56
0.37
0.47

0.57
0.44
0.60
0.46
0.52

owl:Thing

person

For entities of type
Person the task can be
accurately performed
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Citation Discovery — Evaluation
Baselines B1 and B2: top—1 retrieved news article and supervised model based on the retrieval
score and rank of news article
Evaluation Strategy E1: a correct citation is considered if the models can recover an already
existing news citation for a statement from the news collection (Wiki news and GDelt)
Evaluation Strategy E1+FP: consider as relevant the FP news articles (they do not exist in the Wiki
News ground-truth) where their similarity is over 0.8 w.r.t the ground truth citation from Wiki news
Evaluation Strategy E2: assess the remaining FP news articles through crowdsourcing
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Citation Discovery — Evaluation (I)
Top—10 best performing entity types. E1+FP and E2 columns show the improvement for P over
E1. The last row shows the micro-average precision across all models.

Citation relevance for E2 based
on the crowdsourcing evaluation.
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Conclusions
Citations as a core principle for the “Verifiability” of statements in Wikipedia
Entities are added and constantly evolve in Wikipedia, thus, the need for
automated citation discovery
Many existing citations are either outdated or missing
Citation discovery in two stages: (i) first determine if a statement needs a news
citation, and (ii) find an appropriate citation from a real-world news collection
Challenges on determining web from news statements
Important aspects to consider: (i) construct a query from a statement, and (ii)
account for noise in the categorization of citations from Wikipedia editors
Automated citation discovery can be performed with high accuracy for all entity
types
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Thank you!
Questions?

Task#1: What is a statement?
What is a statement in Wikipedia?
A statement is a piece of text (a single or sequence of sentences) from a Wikipedia
page that has or needs a citation and that occur between two consecutive citation
markers or a citation marker and paragraph beginning/end.
A statement belongs to an entity and a specific entity section.
Section: “2008 Presidential Campaign”

On February 10, 2007, Obama announced his candidacy
for President of the United States in front of the Old State
Capitol building in Springfield, Illinois.[103][104] The choice
of the announcement site was viewed as symbolic
because it was also where Abraham Lincoln delivered his
historic "House Divided" speech in 1858.[103][105] Obama
emphasized issues of rapidly ending the Iraq War,
increasing energy independence, and reforming the
health care system,[106] in a campaign that projected
themes of hope and change.[107]
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s2

s3
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Citation Discovery — Evaluation (II)
Why other and crowdsourced evaluation strategies?

•
•
•

In the English Wikipedia it is desirable for statements to refer to English sources
Ground-truth (E1) serves as a lower—bound in terms of accuracy for citation discovery
Multiple relevant citations for a given statement
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Introduction
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Introduction
“Citogenesis”: Citogenesis, on the other hand is a portmanteau of 'Citation' and
'Genesis'. A Citation is a reference to a source, used to back up a specific claim.
Genesis means the origin of something. By extension, citogenesis is the creation of
text in a reliable source that can be cited to back-up a claim
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Introduction
“Citogenesis”: Citogenesis, on the other hand is a portmanteau of 'Citation' and
'Genesis'. A Citation is a reference to a source, used to back up a specific claim.
Genesis means the origin of something. By extension, citogenesis is the creation of
text in a reliable source that can be cited to back-up a claim[1,2]
what are the appropriate
citations for this
definition?
[1] https://xkcd.com/978/
[2] https://www.explainxkcd.com/wiki/index.php/978:_Citogenesis
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